“It is Nixon himself who represents that dark, venal and incurably violent side of the American character almost every other country has learned to fear and despise.”

—Hunter S. Thompson in Fear and Loathing: On the Campaign Trail '72

“Hunter Thompson’s is the best stuff on the campaign I’ve read anywhere.”—Nicholas von Hoffman in the Washington Post

“Gaze in awe... Thompson does in his own mad way betray a profound democratic concern for the polity. And in its own mad way, it’s damned refreshing.”—The New York Times

“As (Thompson) continually discovers more froth and deception, his reaction is cazon stone outrage, wildly laden with obscene phrases and apocalyptic fury. Godzilla Promises Peace With Honor, Blood and Suffering, Fear and Loathing!”—William Greider in the Washington Post

“An unnerving glimpse of the adrenalin highs and numb, sullen lows of... the most dismal Presidential campaign in living memory.”—Newsweek
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